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Structure of standard physics

Einstein Equivalence Principle

Universality
of Free Fall

Universality of
Gravitat. Redshi

Lorentz
Invariance

General Rela vity
Gravity = Metric

Einstein–equa ons

Equa ons of mo on for ma er
Maxwell–equa on
Dirac–equa on

Ma er determines
gravity

Gravity determines
dynamics
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The present situa on
All aspects of Lorentz invariance are experimentally well tested and confirmed

Founda ons
Postulates
▶ 𝑐 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
▶ Principle of Rela vity

Tests

▶ Independence of 𝑐 from
velocity of the source

▶ Universality of 𝑐
▶ Isotropy of 𝑐
▶ Independence of 𝑐 from

velocity of the laboratory
▶ Time dila on
▶ Isotropy of physics

(Hughes–Drever experiments)
▶ Independence of physics from

the velocity of the laboratory
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The present situa on
Many aspects of the Universality of Free Fall are well tested and confirmed

Postulate
In a gravita onal field all
structureless test par cles fall in
the same way

Tests
UFF for
▶ Neutral bulk ma er
▶ Charged par cles
▶ Par cles with spin
No test so far for
▶ An par cles

𝜂 ≤ 10−13 (Schlamminger et al,
PRL 2003)
MICROSCOPE aims at 𝜂 ≤ 10−15

launch April 2016
also new quantum tests
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The present situa on
Many aspects of the Universality of the Gravita onal Redshi are well tested
and confirmed

Postulate
In a gravita onal field all clocks
behave in the same way

𝑔

Tests
UGR for
▶ Atomic clocks: electronic
▶ Atomic clocks: hyperfine
▶ Molecular clocks: vibra onal
▶ Molecular clocks: rota onal
▶ Resonators
▶ Nuclear transi ons
No test so far for
▶ An clocks
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The present situa on
All predic ons of General Rela vity are well tested and confirmed

Founda ons
The Einstein Equivalence Principle
▶ Universality of Free Fall
▶ Universality of Gravita onal

Redshi
▶ Local Lorentz Invariance

⇓
Implica on
Gravity is a metric theory

Metric theory: Predic ons

▶ Solar system effects
▶ Perihelion shi
▶ Gravita onal redshi
▶ Deflec on of light
▶ Gravita onal me delay
▶ Lense–Thirring effect
▶ Schiff effect (→ Everi )

▶ Strong gravita onal fields
▶ Binary systems
▶ Black holes

▶ Gravita onal waves

⇓
General Rela vity
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Test of Newton poten al I

𝑈 = 𝐺𝑀
𝑟 (1 + 𝛼𝑒−𝑟/𝜆)

short range limits

long range limits
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Test of Newton poten al I
Kostelecky framework (Kostelecky, PRD 2005): anisotropy of Newtonian
poten al

𝑈 = 𝑀𝐺
𝑟 (1 + 𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑟𝑗

𝑟2 )

Experiments
▶ Atomic interferometry (Müller et al, PRL 2007)
▶ LLR (Ba at, Chandler & Stubbs, PRL 2007)
Result

|𝑐𝑖𝑗| ≤ 10−5 … 10−9
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Further issues regarding the founda ons

▶ There is no unique way to derive the field equa ons from observa ons
▶ ppN formalism
▶ not included: Finsler space- mes, nonlinear connec ons, ...

▶ constancy of constants (temporal and spa al)
▶ ac ve and passive gravita onal mass, ac on = reac o
▶ se ng for geometrical interpreta on of gravita onal interac on: order of

fundamental equa on of mo on for point par cles

if gravity is beyond Riemannian geometry then one of these basic founda ons
must be violated
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Tests of consequences

▶ effect on light rays
▶ light deflec on (VLBI)
▶ lensing
▶ shadows of black holes (EHT)

▶ orbital effects
▶ perihelion shi (Mercury)
▶ Lense-Thirring effect: spin-orbit coupling (LAGEOS)
▶ back reac on effects (binary systems)

▶ effects on extended bodies
▶ Schiff effect: spin-spin coupling (GP-B)

▶ clock effects / effects on frequency
▶ gravita onal redshi (Pound-Rebka, GP-A)
▶ gravita onal me delay (Cassini)

+ all special rela vis c effects
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Precision, stability, and accuracy
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Performance of clocks
Op cal clocks and fiber networks achieved the accuracy level to provide
differences of the gravity poten al corresponding to 1 cm in height

▶ Op cal clocks
▶ accuracy 5 ⋅ 10−18 (Bloom et al, Nature 2014)
▶ stability 1.6 ⋅ 10−18 (Hinkley et al, Science 2013)

▶ Clock comparison
▶ Op cal fibers on Earth: stability ∼ 10−19 (Droste et

al, PRL 2013)
▶ Op cal links to satellites: stability

∼ 10−14 … 10−15
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Clock comparison on Earth

Predehl et al., Science 2012
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Rela vis c clock comparison effects effects

effect term on Earth for satellites

longitudinal Doppler 𝑣/𝑐 negligible ≤ 10−2 per day

transversal Doppler 𝑣2/𝑐2 Earth rota on ≤ 10−5 s per day

Sagnac effect 𝜔ΩΣ/𝑐2 up to 10−13 ∼ 10−7 s per orbit

1st order grav. redshi Δ𝑈/𝑐2 up to 10−14 ∼ 10−7 s per day

2nd order grav. redshi (Δ𝑈/𝑐2)2 negligible ∼ 10−14 s per day

gravita onal me delay ∼ 𝐺𝑀
𝑐2 ln 𝑟1𝑟2

𝑏2 negligible ∼ 10−11 s

gravitomagn. clock effect 𝐽/𝑀𝑐2 measurable(?) ∼ 10−7 s per orbit

relevant effects have to be included in TAI and in Galileo

17/57
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Time

▶ me and the second is the basis of metrology, can result in new scheme of
defini on of standards

▶ primary defini on: second
▶ velocity of light: meter
▶ Planck constant: kilogram
▶ force comparison: Ampère
▶ Boltzmann constant: Kelvin
prerequisite is that standard physics is valid

▶ alterna ve defini on: me described by rota on of, e.g., pulsars; possess a
high long term stability

▶ comparison of clocks gives most tests of fundamental physics: test of
founda on of SR, GR, QM, ...

▶ prac cal applica ons
▶ posi oning
▶ geodesy
▶ TAI

19/57
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Formalism
▶ equa on for the gravita onal field: Einstein equa ons

𝑅𝜇𝜈 − 1
2𝑔𝜇𝜈𝑅 = 8𝜋𝐺

𝑐4 𝑇𝜇𝜈

▶ equa on of mo on of a pointlike par cle moving in the gravita onal field:
geodesic equa on

0 = 𝑑2𝑥𝜇

𝑑𝑠2 + { 𝜇
𝜌𝜎 } 𝑑𝑥𝜌

𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑥𝜎

𝑑𝑠
{ 𝜇

𝜌𝜎} is the Christoffel symbol, and 𝑑𝑠 = √𝑔𝜇𝜈𝑑𝑥𝜇𝑑𝑥𝜈

extended par cles: Mathiesson-Papapetrou-Dixon equa ons
▶ clock reading = proper me

𝑠 = ∫ 𝑑𝑠

opera onally defined through standard clocks (Perlick, GRG 1987),
approximately realized by atomic clocks
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Gravita onal redshi

observer 1 observer 2

𝑢1(𝑥1)

𝑢2(𝑥2)

𝑘(𝑥1)

𝑘(𝑥2)

lig
ht

sta onary gravita onal field

⇒ 𝑘(𝜉) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, 𝜉 Killing vector
⇒ gravita onal redshi for sta onary

observer 𝑢 ∼ 𝜉

𝜈2
𝜈1

=
𝑘(𝑢)|at 𝑥2

𝑘(𝑢)|at 𝑥1

= √𝑔𝑡𝑡(𝑟2)
𝑔𝑡𝑡(𝑟1)

= √1 − 2𝑀𝑟2
1 − 2𝑀𝑟1

may approach ∞

Pound & Rebka, PRL 1960: confirma on ∼ 1%
Vessot, Levine et al, GRG 1978, PRL 1980: GP-A, confirma on ∼ 10−4
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The mission Gravity Probe A

first order effect

𝜈(𝑥1) = (1 − 𝑈(𝑥1) − 𝑈(𝑥0)
𝑐2 ) 𝜈(𝑥0)

or
Δ𝜈
𝜈 = −Δ𝑈

𝑐2

hypothe cal devia on or dependence
on clock

Δ𝜈
𝜈 = −(1 + 𝛼)Δ𝑈

𝑐2

▶ precise measurement of
gravita onal redshi : |𝛼| ≤ 10−4

▶ precise test of Doppler effect
GP A H-maser
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The mission Gravity Probe A
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Clocks for gravity measurements
state of the art (Chew, Wineland et al, Science 2011)
▶ clock precision: ∼ 10−17
▶ fibers: can compare clocks within 10−19
▶ one is capable to “see´´ 30 cm height difference in

lab as gravita onal redshi
gravity measurement with accuracy ∼ 10−18

(Hinkley et al, Science 2013)
1. gravita onal redshi sensi ve to height

difference of 1 cm
2. Doppler effect sensi ve to con nental dri (1

cm/y)
general ques on regarding me and frequency
transfer ( ming) between
▶ two satellites
▶ Earth – satellite
▶ two posi ons on earth
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Timing: special case I
extremely idealized case
▶ clock orbi ng the Earth in free fall
▶ circular orbit
▶ Schwarzschild geometry
▶ me comparison through ver cal

light ray

result

𝜈1
𝜈2

= 1
√1 + 𝑀

𝑟2−3𝑀

√𝑔00(𝑟2)
𝑔00(𝑟1)

has to be generalized to arbitrary
orbits and arbitrary links
for 2nd pN approxima on of general
case see Linet & Teyassandier, PRD
2002

𝑟1

𝑟2

Earth
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Timing: special case II

▶ radially freely falling clock
▶ radial me comparison

result

𝜈1
𝜈2

= √𝑔00(𝑟2)
(𝐸 − √𝐸2 − 𝑔00(𝑟2))

√𝑔00(𝑟2)
𝑔00(𝑟1)

𝐸 related to ini al velocity of clock,
where 𝑟2 has to be determined as
func on of proper me from the
geodesic equa on
interpreta on
▶ first factor: velocity of freely falling

clock
▶ second factor: gravita onal redshi

𝑟1

𝑟2

Earth
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Towards a general analy c ming fomulae
Task

▶ Rela vis c orbit of clock around gravita ng body
▶ Light propaga ng through gravita onal field to observer
▶ Calcula on of total propaga on me and of observed frequency
▶ Is func on of orbit (posi on, velocity, structure of gravita onal field)

central
body

moving clock

observer with clock

𝑟p

𝑟l

𝜑p

𝜑l

𝑅

light ray
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Towards analy c ming fomulae

Looked for result

▶ Observer me as func on of proper me of clock
▶ Observed frequency as func on of proper frequency of clock

clock → pulsar: pulsar ming

This needs

▶ All coordinates of pulsar (𝑡p, 𝑟p, 𝜗p, 𝜑p) as func on of proper me of pulsar
→ this defines event of emission of light ray

▶ Time of flight of light ray star ng at (𝑡p, 𝑟p, 𝜗p, 𝜑p) and reaching the
observer at (𝑟obs = 𝑅, 𝜗obs = 0, 𝜑obs = 0)

Mathema cs
is evolving ...
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Further idea: Clock gradiometry
congruence of par cles (= swarm of satellites equipped with clocks)

𝑢 𝑢

𝛿𝑥

𝛿𝑥

𝑠1
𝑠1

𝑠2 𝑠2

geodesic devia on = change of spa al
distance in me

𝑏 = 𝑅(⋅, 𝑟, 𝑢, 𝑟) , 𝑟 ∶= 𝑃𝑢𝛿𝑥

change of proper me along spa al
clock comparison

𝐷𝑢𝛿𝑠 = … or 𝐷𝑢𝐷𝑢𝛿𝑠 = …

(Hackmann, C.L., Perlick, Philipp, Puetzfeld, in prep.)
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Fndamental issues
Singulari es
▶ geode c completeness: finite proper me of geodesics
Decoherence
▶ decoherence of extended quantum states through posi on-dependent

me dila on (Pikovski et al., Nat.Phys. 15. June (2015))
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Posi oning
Posi oning (Ashby, LRR 2002)

▶ me dila on from mo on of satellites ∼ 4 km/day
▶ gravita onal redshi from height difference ∼ 10 km/day

Task for posi oning and geodesy:
▶ calcula on of all rela vis c orbital and clock effects
▶ how to measure these effects
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Clock geodesy

courtesy G. Grosche, H. Schnatz, PTB
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Clock geodesy
predic on: de-effects between PTB and Sytre

courtesy L. Timmen, IfE Hanover
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Clock networks

▶ fully rela vis c descrip on of clocks
taking into account all rela vis c
effects as far as necessary

▶ descrip on of clock networks
▶ analysis of stability resp. error sources

(e.g. geometry)
(see, e.g., Schiller, PRA 2013)

▶ analyzing advantages/ disadvantages
of different geometries for various
purposes

▶ geode c modeling of me-dependent
varia ons at clock sites

▶ may be extended to quantum
networks (e.g. Komar et al, Nature
2014)
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Clock geodesy
new tasks:
▶ rela vis cally invariant no on of geoid
▶ together with satellites: connec ng the local geoids towards a global geoid

with precision of 1 - 10 cm (today’s error up to 1 m)
▶ determina on of physical heights from poten al differences
▶ study of new concepts

for height determina on
and ver cal
reference systems
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The space- me: Kerr solu on
Einstein equa on

𝑅𝜇𝜈 − 1
2𝑔𝜇𝜈𝑅 = 8𝜋𝐺

𝑐4 𝑇𝜇𝜈

solu on of Einstein field equa on describing a rota ng black hole: Kerr metric

𝑑𝑠2 = Δ
𝜌2 (𝑑𝑡 − 𝐽 sin2 𝜃𝑑𝜑)2−𝜌2

Δ 𝑑𝑟2−sin2 𝜃
𝜌2 (𝐽𝑑𝑡 − (𝑟2 + 𝐽2)𝑑𝜑)2−𝜌2𝑑𝜃2

where

𝜌2 = 𝑟2 + 𝐽2 cos2 𝜃
Δ = 𝑟2 + 𝐽2 − 2𝑀𝑟

𝑀 mass of the black hole, 𝐽 specific angular momentum
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The gravitomagne c field

leads to
▶ precession of orbital plane: Lense-Thirring effect (LAGEOS, LARES –

Ciufolini)
▶ precession of classical spin: Schiff effect (GP-B – Everi et al PRL 2012)
▶ could me measured by atom interferometry
▶ precession of quantum spin (Hehl)
▶ gravitomagne c clock effect (Cohen & Mashhoon, PLA 1993, Hackmann &

C.L., PRD 2014)
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Geodesics and conserva ons laws
geodesic equa on

0 = 𝑑2𝑥𝜇

𝑑𝑠2 + { 𝜇
𝜌𝜎 } 𝑑𝑥𝜌

𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑥𝜎

𝑑𝑠
existence of four constants of mo on
▶ energy per unit mass

𝐸 ∶= 𝑔𝑡𝑡 ̇𝑡 + 𝑔𝑡𝜑�̇�
▶ angular momentum per unit mass in 𝑧 direc on

𝐿𝑧 ∶= −𝑔𝜑𝜑�̇� − 𝑔𝑡𝜑 ̇𝑡

where the dot denotes a deriva ve with respect to the proper me 𝑠
▶ normaliza on 𝜖 = 𝑔𝜇𝜈 ̇𝑥𝜇 ̇𝑥𝜈 with 𝜖 = 1 for melike and 𝜖 = 0 for null

geodesics
▶ Carter constant 𝒞 and 𝐾 with 𝒞 = 𝐾 − (𝐽𝐸 − 𝐿𝑧)2 such that 𝒞 = 0 or

𝐾 = (𝐽𝐸 − 𝐿𝑧)2 corresponds to mo on confined to equatorial plane
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Solu on of the geodesic equa on
geodesic equa on equivalent to Hamilton–Jacobi equa on

2𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝜏 = 𝑔𝑖𝑗 𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑥𝑗

separa on ansatz

𝑆 = 1
2𝜖𝑠 − 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐿𝑧𝜑 + 𝑆𝑟(𝑟) + 𝑆𝜃(𝜃)

▶ inser on into Hamilton–Jacobi
▶ separa on of 𝑟 and 𝜗 equa ons
▶ separa on constant = 𝑘 = Carter constant (Carter, PR 1968)
▶ introduc on of Mino me 𝜏 through 𝑑𝜏 = 𝜌2𝑑𝑠 (Mino, PRD 2003)
▶ renormaliza on: all quan es in units of 𝑟𝑆
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Solu on of the geodesic equa on
separa on of geodesic equa on

( 𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝜆)

2
= ℛ2 − Δ(𝜖𝑟2 + 𝐾) =∶ 𝑅(𝑟)

( 𝑑𝜃
𝑑𝜆)

2
= 𝐾 − 𝜖𝐽2 cos2 𝜃 − 𝒯2

sin2 𝜃 =∶ Θ(𝜃)
𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝜆 = 𝐽ℛ

Δ − 𝒯
sin2 𝜃 =∶ Φ𝑟(𝑟) + Φ𝜃(𝜃)

𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝜆 = (𝑟2 + 𝐽2)ℛ

Δ − 𝐽𝒯 =∶ 𝑇𝑟(𝑟) + 𝑇𝜃(𝜃)
with

ℛ = (𝑟2 + 𝐽2)𝐸 − 𝐽𝐿𝑧 , 𝒯 = 𝐽𝐸 sin2 𝜃 − 𝐿𝑧
▶ equa ons can be solved completely and explicitly in a closed analy c form

by Weierstraß ellip c func ons (Hackmann, PhD thesis 2009)
▶ can be extended to the whole class of Plebański-Demiański black hole

space- mes (Hackmann, Kagramanova, Kunz, C.L., EJPL 2009) using
hyperellip c func ons, and to further space- mes
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Observables: for bound orbits
For bound orbits
▶ two oscillatory coordinates: 𝑟 and 𝜗 (generalized Lissajous figures)
▶ two (secularly) increasing coordinates: 𝑡 and 𝜑

Periods

▶ radial period

𝜔𝑟 = 2 ∫
𝑟max

𝑟
min

𝑑𝑟√
𝑅

is me needed to go from 𝑟min to 𝑟min
▶ polar angle period

𝜔𝜗 = 2 ∫
𝜗max

𝜗
min

𝑑𝑟√
Θ

is me needed to go from 𝜗min to 𝜗max

𝑟min 𝑟max

𝜗max

𝜗min

𝑧

𝑟
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Observables: for bound orbits

Secular increases

▶ secular me increase

𝑌𝑡 = ⟨ 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝜏 ⟩ = 2

𝜔𝑟
∫

𝑟max

𝑟
min

ℎ(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟√
𝑅

+ 2
𝜔𝜗

∫
𝜗max

𝜗
min

𝑗(𝜗) 𝑑𝑟√
Θ

▶ secular azimuthal increase

𝑌𝜑 = ⟨𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝜏 ⟩ = 2

𝜔𝑟
∫

𝑟max

𝑟
min

𝑓(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟√
𝑅

+ 2
𝜔𝜗

∫
𝜗max

𝜗
min

𝑔(𝜗) 𝑑𝑟√
Θ

orbital frequencies (Drasco & Hughes, PRD 2004; Schmidt, CQG 2004)

Ω𝑟 = 2𝜋
𝑌𝑡𝜔𝑟

, Ω𝜗 = 2𝜋
𝑌𝑡𝜔𝜗

, Ω𝜑 = 𝑌𝜑
𝑌𝑡

▶ angular velocity of 𝑟–oscilla ons
▶ angular velocity of 𝜗–oscilla ons
▶ secular azimuthal angular velocity
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Observables: for bound orbits
observables: self referen al comparison, invariant

The observables

▶ periastron shi

Δperiastron ∶= Ω𝜑 − Ω𝑟 = (𝑌𝜑 − 2𝜋
𝜔𝑟

) 1
𝑌𝑡

▶ Lense–Thirring effect

ΔLense-Thirring ∶= Ω𝜑 − Ω𝜗 = (𝑌𝜑 − 2𝜋
𝜔𝜗

) 1
𝑌𝑡

explicit evalua on by complete hyperellip c integrals in all
Plebański-Demiański space- mes (Hackmann & C.L. PRD 2012)
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Fundamental frequencies
from averaged quan es: coordinate me for a revolu on of 2𝜋

𝑡(2𝜋) = 2𝜋 𝑌𝑡
𝑌𝜑

▶ Newtonian limit: Kepler law 𝑡(2𝜋) = 2𝜋√ 𝑎3
𝐺𝑚

▶ with 𝐽 = 0 the Schwarzschild expression is recovered given in Hackmann &
C.L., PRD 2012

new defini on of a fundamental frequency for the proper me

𝑌𝑠 ∶= 2
𝜔𝑟

∫
𝑟𝑎

𝑟𝑝

𝑟2𝑑𝑟
√𝑅(𝑟)

+ 2
𝜔𝜃

∫
𝜃max

𝜃
min

𝐽2 cos2 𝜃𝑑𝜃
√Θ(𝜃)

gives proper me for a revolu on of 2𝜋

𝑠(2𝜋) = 2𝜋 𝑌𝑠
𝑌𝜑
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Special gravitomagne c clock effect

▶ clocks in counterpropaga ng circular orbits (Cohen and Mashhoon 1993)

𝑠+ − 𝑠− ≈ 4𝜋 𝐽
𝑀𝑐2

where 𝑠+ is the proper me of the corota ng and 𝑠− of the
counterrota ng clock

▶ for satellites orbi ng the Earth Δ𝑠 ≈ 10−7 𝑠 per revolu on
▶ generaliza on to inclined eccentric orbits (Mashhoon et al 2001)

𝑠+ − 𝑠− ≈ 4𝜋 𝐽 cos 𝑖
𝑀𝑐2 [ −3√

1 − 𝑒2 + 4 − 2 cos2 𝜑0 tan2 𝑖
(1 + 𝑒 cos(𝜑0 − 𝑔))2 ]

𝑖 inclina on, 𝑒 eccentricity, 𝑔 argument of the pericenter, 𝑣0 = 𝜑0 − 𝑔0 is
the true anomaly at 𝑡 = 0

we want to compare the proper mes of arbitrary orbits ... →
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General gravitomagne c clock effect
observable for the gravitomagne c clock effect for arbitrary orbits

New observable (Hackmann & CL, PRD 2014)
for two geodesics in Kerr space- me: define a new observable

Δ𝑠gm(𝐽) ∶= 𝑠1(±2𝜋; 𝐽) + 𝛼 𝑠2(±2𝜋; 𝐽)

𝛼 is given such that the usual gravitoelectric effects cancel

▶ 𝛼 can be calculated from orbital data: compute energies 𝐸𝑛, angular
momenta 𝐿𝑧,𝑛, Carter constants 𝐾𝑛 (all depend on angular momentum
𝐽 )

▶ determine 𝐸𝑛(0), 𝐿𝑧,𝑛(0), and 𝐾𝑛(0) by se ng 𝐽 = 0 and 𝑠𝑛(2𝜋; 0). 𝛼
can be determined through Δ𝑠gm = 0 for 𝐽 = 0

0 = Δ𝑠gm(𝐽 = 0) = 𝑠1(±2𝜋; 0) + 𝛼𝑠2(±2𝜋; 0)
and, therefore,

𝛼 = −𝑠1(±2𝜋; 0)
𝑠2(±2𝜋; 0)
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The gravitomagne c clock effect
special case: for counterpropaga ng circular mo on
▶ 𝛼 = −1
▶ effect to first order in 𝐽

Δ𝑠gm = 𝑠+(2𝜋) − 𝑠−(−2𝜋)

= 4𝜋𝐽√ 𝑟
𝑟 − 3 + 𝒪(𝐽2)

≈ 4𝜋𝐽

for large 𝑟
▶ gives the old result in dimensionless quan es
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Applica on to GNSS satellites
it is possible to measure the gravitomagne c clock effect using two satellites in
arbitrary geodesic orbits with clocks with stabili es of about 10−14 over 104 s
▶ Galileo: circular orbit with radius 𝑟𝐺 = 29593 km, inclina on 56∘ from

equatorial plane
▶ COMPASS: circular orbit with radius of 𝑟𝐶 = 42157 km, inclina on ∼ 0∘

from equatorial plane
then

𝛼 ≈ −0.588
gravitomagne c clock effect

Δ𝑠gm = 𝑠𝐺(2𝜋; 𝐽
Earth

) + 𝛼𝑠𝐶(2𝜋; 𝐽
Earth

) ≈ −7.46 × 10−8 𝑠
▶ analysis should be generalized to real satellite orbits: complex gravita onal

field of Earth should be taken into account
▶ discussion of requirements on tracking of satellites (∼ 3 cm) and the

devia on from ideal orbit (Mashhoon et al 1999)
▶ signals between satellites
▶ can also be applied to pulsar ming, with two pulsars orbi ng a black hole
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The Galileo satellites 5 + 6
Galileo satellites 5 and 6 were brought into the wrong orbit, orbit should be
circular, now it is highly ellip c
bad for posi oning, but good for science

Orbital data

▶ semi major axis: 𝑎 = 26000 km
▶ eccentricity: 𝑒 = 0.23 → 𝑒 = 0.17
▶ inclina on: 𝑖 = 50°
▶ clocks have a lab stability of approx. 10−15 per orbit.
▶ accuracy of determina on of satellite orbit at cm level. Ques on:

Magnitude of influence through thermal effects, Solar wind, etc.
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Possible science with Galileo 5 + 6

effect possible order of magnitude improvement

gravita onal redshi ∼ 101

perihelion shi ∼ 101

gravito-magne c clock effect detectable for first me

Further issues?

▶ Taub-NUT solu on (orbital effect: mo on on a orbital cone; what is the
corresponding clock effect?)

▶ Chamaeleon gravity
▶ Finslerian gravity
▶ MOND effects on clocks?
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Summary and outlook
Summary

▶ clocks for posi oning
▶ clocks for geodesy
▶ clocks for basic tests of GR, also for new tests
▶ mission proposals ...

Outlook

▶ analysis of clock networks, including clocks in space
▶ clock gradiometry
▶ theore cal descrip on of ming
▶ experimental developments (clocks in space, links, ...)
▶ quantum networks
▶ explora on of entanglement in gravita onal fields
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